




























The Weakening of a Systematic Function to Disturb Sustainability
吉 田  誠 宏 1
Masahiro Yoshida
The various environmental problems are brought by a direct cause and an indirect factor.  
The direct cause is polluter itself, and the indirect factor obstructs “measures to a direct 
cause”.  On the other hand, if near future makes so it is sustainable society, then there will 
be only few indirect factors in the society.  The indirect factor is brought by a systematic 
function.  This system includes 4 constitutions of an organization / structure / a mechanism 
/ the system.  In addition, the issue of system occurs in every society.  On this account the 
indirect factor should divide “a systematic function to obstruct sustainable development” 
from the issue of system.  The indirect factor giving load to the environment can separate 
from the issue of system by calculation of the quantity (the degree of the bad infl uence).  
By this, the indirect factor will weaken “a systematic function to obstruct sustainable 
development”.  The total procedure is as follows.  ① The search of the indirect factor ② 
The calculation of the quantity of environment load that a factor brings ③ The publication 
of a factor taking part in an environmental problem ④ The inside collapse of the issue of 
system
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